Media Kit
Biography
Susie Warren writes intense, complex contemporary romance with
family-driven stories. Her series, The Rosa Legacy and the Boles
Dynasty, feature strong society women and the billionaires that love
them. Her beloved characters are real living and breathing people
thrown into unusual circumstances. She has five novels published and is
working on her sixth.
When she’s not writing, Susie works as an administrator at a small,
independent school. She lives in New York with her inventor husband
and their three teenagers.

Social Media
Find Susie on the following social media networks:
Twitter: https://twitter.com/susiecwarren
Facebook Page: https://www.facebook.com/susiewarrenauthor
Goodreads: https://www.goodreads.com/SusieWarren

Contact Information
E-mail: susiewarrenauthor@gmail.com
Blog Appearances and Promotional Opportunities Contact: quillfireva@gmail.com
Website: http://susiewarren.com
Newsletter: http://susiewarren.com/contact/

Series list



The Rosa Legacy
The Bolles Dynasty

For reviewers
Susie always has reader copies on hand for her e-books. Interested in reading one of Susie’s
books for free in exchange for your honest review? Please contact quillfireva@gmail.com and
specify the title and if you have a Kindle or a Nook.

www..susiewarren.com

Reviews
This breezy romance tales revolves around two characters who are adept at denying their own
feelings and emotions to themselves…the characters linger in the mind. –Simpli Read on Ruthless
Perfection

Light, likeable and entertaining, ideal beach reading…Highly recommended to those who love
romance. – LibriAmoriMiei on The Convenient Wedding
This was an interesting but enjoyable read. It was written in such a way that I didn’t want to put it
down and wanted to keep reading to find out what was going to happen next. - Archaeolibrarian I
Dig Good Books on The Convenient Wedding

Booklist
The Bolles Dynasty
Meet the Bolles family: driven, talented entrepreneurs who must decide if they want to carry on
their father’s legacy or make their own paths. Their stories take place in the elite financial and
fashion worlds, where the stakes are high and the reward great.

The Forgotten Heiresses
Book 1
June 2014

The Secret Heiress
Book 2
September 2015

Available on Amazon
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The Chosen Heir
Book 3
Coming Soon

The Rosa Legacy
The first novel in The Rosa Legacy series, Ruthless Perfection, started with the idea of a
traditional Italian mother who wanted to see her only daughter marry. The mother, Carla Rosa
Neri, along with her two sisters, Francesca and Marie, had emigrated from Italy as young girls
and each went off to create a dynamic and successful family. Each of the sisters had an only
daughter and the cousins remained close throughout their childhoods and were influenced by
the Rosa Legacy as they each embark on a journey to create a life for themselves.

Ruthless Perfection
Book 1
September 2014

The Exiled Jeweler
Book 2
December 2014

The Rosa Legacy Boxed Set
Books 1-3
April 2015

Available on Amazon
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The Convenient Wedding
Book 3
April 2015

